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Just Say NO to Tax Increases
The pro-tax lobby and big media have been engaged 

since the election in a massive campaign to convince the 
American people (a) that George Bush’s solemn anti-tax 
pledge was a phony and (b) that tax increases are essential and 
inevitable in order to reduce the deficit. The assumption is that 
federal spending cannot be controlled, so American citizens 
must be bled for more taxes.

But every penny of federal spending is voted by the 
Congress, so it’s Congress’ job to cut spending. If there ever 
was a clear election mandate, it is for George “read my lips” 
Bush to veto any tax increase voted by Congress.

History tells us that raising taxes absolutely does NOT 
and will NOT reduce the deficit! On the contrary, raising taxes 
will most probably increase the deficit!

In 1982, 1983, 1984 and 1987, Congress voted tax 
increases, promising that this would reduce the deficit. Every 
tax increase slowed economic growth, and three out of four of 
those tax increases produced an increase in the deficit the 
following year because, when more revenues become 
available, the liberal Congress has an irresistible urge to vote 
for bigger spending bills.

A recent study showed that since 1948 every dollar of 
new taxes resulted in $1.58 in increased spending! A tax 
increase simply enables the big spenders to finance their 
extravagant wish list.

Some economists believe that every dollar of higher 
income taxes reduces economic activity by as much as 50 
cents. Again and again, we have seen tax increases put 
economic growth on the skids, reduce investment and 
consumer demand, and increase business costs, thereby 
increasing prices.

Of course, deficits are bad but, on the scale of economic 
problems, deficits rank well behind high unemployment, high 
inflation, high interest rates, high taxes, and lack of economic 
growth. High-tax countries have less economic growth and 
less creation of new jobs. A tax increase would not only slow 
U.S. jobs creation and economic growth, but might trigger a 
recession.

Anybody who thinks the Federal Government is short of

revenues must not have looked at the figures. During the eight 
years of the Reagan Administration, federal revenues rose 
almost 90 percent, from $517 billion in 1980 to $980 billion 
in FY 1989.

The Congressional Budget office predicts that, even if 
taxes are not increased by one thin dime, tax revenues will rise 
by about $74 billion in each of the next four years. This 
increase will come from economic growth and tax increases 
already scheduled to take effect.

If the Federal Government really wants to wipe out the 
deficit, it could do so in two years by simply freezing spending. 
The $74 billion revenue increase that will occur in each of the 
next two years even without a tax increase would reduce our 
current $150 billion deficit to zero.

If Congress caps total spending, it can reorder priorities 
under that cap any way it chooses. Or, Congress could take 
deficit reduction a little slower and allow spending increases 
of, say, $37 billion a year for four years.

We hear a lot of moaning and groaning about how 
hurtful spending cuts are. In fact, there have been and will be 
NO spending cuts at all — only imaginary “cuts” in the 
growth spending.

Those who want the Federal Government to spend $73 
billion more next'year complain that we will suffer a $36 
billion spending “cut” if Congress is allowed to increase 
spending by “only” $37 billion. If Congress spends more in 
1990 than in 1989, that is a spending increase, NOT a cut.

In 1989, the federal deficit is only 2.9% of our Gross 
National Product (GNP). The deficit percentage has dropped 
dramatically since 1983 when it was 6.3% of GNP. The 
Congressional Budget office estimates that the deficit will 
shrink to only 1.8% of GNP by 1993 and the Office of 
Management and Budget anticipates that it may drop to only 
one-half of 1% of GNP by 1993.

Since the Reagan recovery got underway in 1982,18.8 
million new jobs have been created in the private sector. This 
is the reason why $60 billion to $80 billion per year in new 
revenues have been flooding into the U.S. Treasury.

The situation would be a lot better if Congress hadn’t



passed 14 separate tax increases since 1982, thereby increasing 
the tax bite taken out of the average family’s paycheck to 
about what it was before the last recession. The high tax level 
is a much bigger threat to our economy than the deficit.

The Success of Reaganomics
The media have been complaining that, because only 50 

percent of those eligible to vote in the November 1988 
election actually voted, that must mean that half the electorate 
was “turned off” by George Bush’s negative campaign. On the 
contrary, that statistic more probably means that half the 
American people are so content with the way things are that 
they didn’t care enough to walk to a convenient location in 
their own neighborhood and exercise their right to bring about 
a change. That’s a tremendous vote of confidence for the 
Reagan-Bush Administration!

Communist countries force their subjects to vote, under 
pain of retribution from the ruling clique, which seeks a paper 
validation of its tyranny even though the elections are a farce 
with only one candidate on the ballot. Some Latin American 
countries impose a fine on those who do not vote.

In America, thank goodness, we have the freedom NOT 
to vote. The principal reason why the majority of Americans 
were content to forgo their right to vote in 1988 was the 
spectacular success of Reaganomics.

America’s economic recovery is now in its 74th month, 
the longest run of peacetime prosperity in our nation’s history. 
In the eight years Ronald Reagan was in office, inflation was 
reduced from 14 percent to an average of 3 and^ percent, the 
prime interest rate was cut from 21.5 percent on January 1981 
to 10.5 percent now, the top individual income tax rate was 
cut by more than half, the unemployment rate fell to its lowest 
in 14 years (5 percent), and 18.8 million new jobs were 
created in the private sector. Real per capita disposable 
personal income increased 16 percent between the fall of 1981 
and the fall of 1988.

That deserves shouting from the housetops: 18.8 million 
more Americans are employed than in 1981! During this 
same period of time, employment declined in other leading 
industrial democracies.

Why is it that the United States has experienced such a 
fantastic rate of jobs creation? Economic statistics confirm 
that reducing tax rates causes economic growth and jobs 
creation, while raising taxes causes economic stagnation and 
high unemployment. We owe our fantastic economic growth 
to the 1981 tax cut, brought about through Jack Kemp’s 
initiative and Ronald Reagan’s leadership.

If the media weren’t so biased against Reagan and his 
policies, TV would be showing pictorial evidence every night 
about the 18.8 million new jobs and the three million new 
businesses created since the Reagan tax cut of 1981.

The liberals prefer to peddle the shopworn shibboleth 
that “government” should create jobs to help the poor and 
unemployed. However, the record shows that trying to get 
government to create jobs is a costly but unproductive road.

For example, the Emergency Jobs Act of 1983 had a pitiful 
performance, according to General Accounting Office figures. 
This make-work agency cost the taxpayers $4.5 billion, but 
reduced unemployment by only 14,000. Thus, it cost the 
taxpayers $325,000 for every person transferred from the 
ranks of the unemployed to the ranks of the employed.

On the other hand, the 18.8 million new jobs created in 
the private sector have come about without any taxpayer help! 
And it costs the private sector only $33,000, on the average, to 
create a new fulltime job.

In order to keep Reaganomics on course and producing 
even more in the coming years than it did in the past, here are 
some suggestions.

President Bush should veto any and all tax increases 
voted by the liberal Democratic Congress.

We should cut the capital gains tax in half and eventually 
eliminate it. The 1978 cut in the capital gains tax proved 
conclusively that doing this promotes plant expansion and 
creates new jobs.

We should reduce tax rates further, down to a top rate of 
20 percent, and raise the exemption for children in increments 
until it reaches $5,000. We should cut the tax rate on savings 
and develop new proposals for tax-exempt retirement, educa
tion, and health insurance savings accounts.

Of course, we should reject all new bureaucracy
building spending proposals (such as the liberal baby-sitting 
bills) and all new costs and regulations imposed on small 
businesses (such as mandated parental leave).

We should consider exempting new small business from 
federal taxes during the critical first few years. We should help 
reduce unemployment by giving tax deductions for businesses 
that operate training programs for the unemployed.

We should give tax breaks to enterprise zones in cities in 
order to help the unemployed to get private-sector jobs. We 
should abolish the ridiculous government busybody rules that 
prohibit women from working at home.

In the real world, Reaganomics has been a smashing 
success. It’s too bad it’s such a well-kept secret in the media.

“Poverty” Figures Are Overstated
Working, taxpaying Americans spend vast sums of 

money every year in a tremendously generous effort to lift 
other Americans out of poverty, and we are constantly told 
that any federal spending cuts will thrust more people into 
poverty. These multi-billion federal programs are based on 
official statistics about how many families are below an 
officially designated threshold of poverty.

A report by the Heritage Foundation shows that the 
widely-accepted government figures on family income and 
poverty are very misleading, too simplistic, and significantly 
exaggerate the number of Americans who are living in 
poverty.

The official figures show that there has been a steady 
reduction in the proportion of Americans living below the 
“official poverty line.” In 1982,15 percent of Americans were



in poverty, while in 1986 (the latest year for which figures are 
available) only 13.6% were categorized as poor.

In order to tackle the question of how to lift this 13.6 
percent of Americans out of poverty, one must examine 
what’s behind the statistics. When we do, we find that poverty 
is primarily a factor of family status.

In 1986, only 8 percent of married couples with children 
were below the poverty line, while 46 percent of single 
mothers with children were in poverty. Facing such a wide 
differential in family status, how can one talk about the 
“average family”?

When you look at black families, the chasm between 
intact families and broken families is even more striking. 
Among married couple black families, only 10 percent were 
below the poverty level, while 50 percent of “female 
householder” black families were in poverty.

More and more, it is clear that poverty is a social 
problem, not an economic one. Vast sums of money poured 
out to subsidize broken families have only increased their 
numbers, not led them out of dependency. We must address 
the underlying cause of broken families and encourage 
families to form and stay together.

The Heritage report also shows that the official poverty 
figures do not give an accurate picture of the well-being of the 
people who are listed as in “poverty.” The statistics ignore 
in-kind benefits which have increased from 11 percent of 
personal income in 1980 to 18 percent in 1984, and which 
significantly raise people’s standard of living.

About 70 percent of all families designated as poor 
receive at least one of the following in-kind benefits: food 
stamps, Medicaid, public housing, or school lunches. It is 
estimated that the market value of these benefits in 1986 was 
$59 billion, yet not a cent is counted in determining poverty 
status.

Even if a family with a cash income of just $1 below the 
poverty line receives $5,000 worth of housing and food 
assistance, the family is still counted as living in poverty. The 
result is that the figures reveal very little about the economic 
well-being of “poverty” families.

The average food benefit received by an eligible family 
has an estimated market value of $1,400 per year, medical 
benefits a market value of $2,890, and housing assistance a 
market value of $1,780. If these benefits were counted as 
income, 11 million fewer Americans would have been called 
poor in 1986, reducing the official poverty rate from 13.6 
percent to 9 percent.

Second, federal income figures are deficient because they 
ignore unreported income. It is well known in statistical circles 
that the family income reported by the Census Bureau is only 
90 percent of independent official estimates of income, and 
that does not even account for the non-reporting of income 
from the underground economy.

Third, federal income figures give a faulty picture 
because they ignore regional living costs. Even though it is 
obvious that living costs are very different in Manhattan and in

Appalachia, the official threshold takes no account of this 
difference.

Fourth, the Census Bureau has long used the Labor 
Department’s Consumer Price Index to measure the cost of 
living even though the CPI has been widely criticized as 
defective. For example, before 1983 the CPI considerably 
overestimated the cost of housing, thereby causing about 4 
million people to be erroneously labeled as poor.

Fifth, in defining poverty, the Census Bureau only 
measures cash income. It does not use assets, such as savings 
accounts, stocks or bonds.

The full picture of how poverty is affected by family 
status and by in-kind benefits should be included in all federal 
“poverty” figures.

Why The Budget Isn’t Balanced
Discussions about the unbalanced budgets of the Reagan 

years cause many people to ask, why didn’t the President 
simply veto some of those unnecessary spending bills? The 
principal answer is that Congress didn’t send him spending 
“bills” in a form that he could veto them. Congress has 
developed a bad and deceptive practice of lumping all its 
appropriation bills into a massive document known in 
Washington as the Continuing Resolution or the CR, dropping 
this heavy document on the President’s doorstep a few hours 
before (or even after) the expiration of the fiscal year, and 
threatening to shut down the entire U.S. Government with all 
its essential functions unless the CR is signed immediately.

Since the President has no line item veto power, he is 
confronted with a take-it-or-leave-it proposition. In the last 
weeks of 1987, President Reagan was given no time to study 
or even read the 1,194-page $604 billion CR or its companion 
1,033-page Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act. Most 
Senators and Congressmen had no idea what was in the 
legislation.

After the CR was signed, the Heritage Foundation 
assigned a staff to actually read it. Here are some of the 
interesting ways that your tax dollars were spent in 1988 as a 
result of some Senator or Congressman quietly slipping a line 
of type or two into the mammoth appropriation bill that 
almost no one read before passage.

House Speaker Jim Wright made sure that his pet 
projects were adequately financed by the taxpayers. The CR 
contained $25 million for a new airport in Fort Worth, just 20 
miles from the giant Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport. 
The CR also appropriated $280,000 for a “civic achievement 
award program” to be administered by Speaker Wright so he 
can reward students of his choice.

Other pet projects inserted into the bill by lawmakers, 
who saw an opportunity to use the CR like Santa Claus, 
include a $ 10 million bailout of sunflower growers inserted by 
Senator Quentin Burdick (D-ND), $6 million to America’s 15 
biggest beekeepers arranged by Senators John Melcher (D-MT) 
and David Pryor (D-AR), $60,000 for Belgian endive 
research arranged by Rep. Silvio Conte (R-MA), $50,000 to



study New Mexico wildflowers arranged by that state’s 
Senators, and $260,000 to study cranberries arranged by 
Massachusetts legislators.

The list goes on and on. Congress voted $500,000 for 
sugar beet and sunflower research, $175,000 to combat the 
pecan aphid, $435,000 for sugar cane research, and $1.5 
million to study the potato. Mississippi Democrats Senator 
John Stennis and Rep. Jamie Whitten inserted $500,000 into 
the CR to develop sonar catfish counters. Rep. Joseph 
McDade (R-PA) arranged to appropriate $285,000 so Penn 
State University can study milk consumption. A Bavarian- 
style ski resort in Idaho will be federally financed to the tune of 
$6.4 million.

The CR wasn’t all pork. Some of it was carefully 
contrived poison for those who had incurred the wrath of 
liberal Democrats. Senator Edward Kennedy (D-MA) stuck 
it to his enemy, Rupert Murdoch, owner of the Boston Herald. 
Kennedy inserted a provision in the CR to bar the Federal 
Communications Commission from allowing Murdoch to 
continue to own both a TV station and a newspaper in either 
Boston or New York, thereby forcing Murdock to sell his 
newspapers that have criticized Kennedy.

To Cut The Budget, Cut Foreign Aid
In all the talk about cutting the federal budget, isn’t it 

curious that we don’t hear anything about cutting foreign aid? 
Yet, it’s probably the most unpopular portion of the entire 
federal budget and would never pass if submitted to a 
referendum.

Massive giveaway programs have been part of U.S. 
foreign policy since the British loan of 1946. The Marshall 
Plan of postwar years institutionalized foreign aid and gave it a 
life of its own, although it is mighty difficult to identify the 
life-support system that keeps it breathing and nourished.

Years ago, we used to have a national debate on why the 
American taxpayers should send big slices of their hard- 
earned money to foreign lands. Hardly anybody ever asks the 
question any more as to why and how U.S. national interests 
are advanced by giving or “lending” to foreigners on low- 
interest, long-term loans more favorable than are available to 
Americans.

Since the Kennedy Administration, foreign aid has been 
consolidated under the Agency for International Develop
ment (AID). In FY 1988, AID’S staff of 4,679 had $5.03 
billion of our money to spend in 118 countries.

What, indeed, is the justification for taxing Americans to 
send their hard-earned money to 118 different foreign 
countries? Although there is probably a subconscious percep
tion among American voters that humanitarian purposes 
motivates our foreign assistance, humanitarian aid is actually a 
small percentage of our giveaway program.

The Food for Peace program attempts to alleviate 
starvation in some 70 countries. However, most of our crop 
shipments are sold to foreign governments, which then resell 
the food to their own people for cash, thus helping the local 
political regime more than the people.

Humanitarian aid has become a permanent pipeline into 
many countries. This operates as a disincentive to local 
agriculture and discourages the countries from trying to feed 
themselves. Sometimes, our humanitarian aid makes no sense. 
We shipped free corn to Guatemala after an earthquake in 
1976, even though the country was enjoying one of its best 
harvests ever, and the net result of our aid was to depress the 
price of com and hurt the local farmers.

Our humanitarian aid to Ethiopia went to the Ethiopian 
government which, in turn, spent $150 million on a lavish 
celebration of its tenth anniversary, and then engaged in a 
forcible collectivization program that caused a death rate 
higher than the famine camps.

The United States spends ten times as much overseas on 
what is called developmental aid as on humanitarian aid. The 
rationale of developmental aid is to encourage Third World 
development by underwriting projects such as farm-to-market 
roads, irrigation, commodity storage, port facilities, new 
technologies, and basic health and welfare services. The 
alphabet soup agencies that dole out U.S. developmental aid 
include the World Bank, the United Nations Development 
Program, the Inter-American Development Bank, the Asian 
Development Bank, and the African Development Bank.

We have little to show for our years of sending billions in 
developmental aid. Despite this massive transfer of wealth 
from the United States to poor nations, the gap between the 
industrialized countries and Third World countries is growing, 
not diminishing. Many Third World countries have become 
hopelessly dependent on our aid. They not only are not 
making any progress in improving conditions, but they are 
really slipping backwards, especially in Africa.

A third type of foreign giveaway is assistance that is tied 
directly to the promotion of American exports, which means 
subsidies to U.S. exporters. This kind of aid includes Export- 
Import Bank loans, loan guarantees, and loan insurance.

Under the Reagan Adminstration, we gave aid to 87 
countries that vote against the United States in the United 
Nations more than half the time. Those ungrateful recipients 
of U.S. largess included Communist nations (Angola, 
Ethiopia, Hungary, Laos, Nicaragua, Poland, Romania, and 
Yugoslavia), and also so-called nonaligned countries which 
are just plain antagonistic to us (Burma, India, Mozambique, 
Tanzania, and Zimbabwe).

The record is clear that foreign aid undermines American 
national security because it strengthens anti-American 
governments, while failing to promote any long-term 
improvement in recipient countries.
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